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Description ot Deficiec 

Somw wall penetration piping sleeves suosm an TWA drawing series 47V470 e
4TW471 have rigorously ainalyzed safety-related piping routed through them.  
Silicone sealants are provided between the pipe and sleeve at certain 
locations as shown on TVA drawing series *71A72. These seals bed not been 
considered by the piping analyst f,;r mest cases and thereby could result in 
increases in pipe stresse anm support loads tar some situations. The 
mazinma pipe movements at the sleeves may cause fallure at the sealant to 
per form its intended design function as a pressure and/or tire protection 
seal.  

Ther e 're two cause3 for this nonconformance: 

1.* The drawings indicating the sleeve sealing aanmetwere not 
squadcheckec to the piping analysts-a lack ot identification and 
control at interfaces.  

2. There was no design criteria or' ather documentation to address the 
consideration of the foem sleeve seals--inadequate procedures to 
control the mnlystts activities.  

Zafety Implication 

TVA hias anlalYZed this deficiency and determined that there are no loading 
cambinations which would render the affected systeme umqualiti..1. However, 
the fire protection criteria of the plant could be coqpromised because at 
the separation af the foam seals from the sleeves where large pipe 
movements are involved, which cowld adversely affect the safe operation of 
the plant.  

Corrective Action 

The original nonconformance report (OCR) include loss of water and 
radiation sealing capabilities as a possible concern. After investigation 
It was determined that the seals in question are not required to perform 
any water aw.ling or radiation sealing function.
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To determine the effect of' the silicone foe. ml material, a previous test 
prograx which tested a single sleeve/pipe coembiation w&s reviewed. Spring 
constants based an this previous test program gave what tins consideredi to 
be over ly conservative estimiates of loam'g, and, additionall1y, it did not 
test a rangs at pipe/sleeve sizes. Thus, a second test program tins 
developed to supplement the original series of tests. The secohM -it test 
progrmu tested an assortment of sleeve ad pipe size ombhinations with tie 
pipe e.-ntered in the sleeve In some of the test specimens and offset. in 
other specimens. Offsets evaluated correspond to those reported unader UnC
OIS bulletin 79-14l for Sequoyah Nuclear Plant. The test procedure and data 
recorded will be documiented in Civil Engineering Brar-ab (CM) repitrt 82-2.  

Based on the test data, modeling to-chniques to represent the effect or 
the sleeve seal on the pipe in our rigorous analysis have been 
developed. The modeling techniques account for the fome.s resistance 
to lateral and Axial translation and axial rotation. The effect of 
the foam is greatest where there are large pipe movemients. The foem 
will tend to dampen out dynamic inotions and thus is beneficial; 
however, where large thermial growth or anchor movemet growth occurs, 
the foam would increase the support loads and piping stresses. Two 
areas were identified for Investigation. The first area wans the 
piping attached to the steel containment vossel and penetrating the 
shield building wall. This piping is subject tu large anchor point 
novsuwmt3 Caused by the steel containment vessel responding to designa 
basis accident conditions. The second 0 area of investigation was where 
a long run of straight pipe makces a 90 turn and runs through a wall 
and is subjected to high temperatures. In this case the thermal 
growth drives the pipe laterally against the foam in the sleeve.  

To investigate the piping penetrating the shield building wal, six 
problem on Sequoyah Nuclear Plant were identified where the sleeve 
inside diammo~r to Pipe outside diameter ratio is at a minimi 
relative to pipe movements. This results in the highest compression 
of the foam In the sleeves and creates the imost, significant effect on 
the piping system. Spring rates based on the initial test progam 
caused some problems with support loads on two of the problems. These 
two problems were redone with the revised spring rates ' sed on the 
second test program. Based on the revised spring rates the changs in 
piping stresses and support loads wer insignifica fl requiring no 
redesign of the supports or reconfiguration of the piping.  

To investigate the 1SleV. 3 Subjected to piping movement because of 
large thermal growth, srn extensive review of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant 
analysis problems produced only four potential problem locations. The 
additional loading caused by the thermal growth was determined and was 
found to have an insignificant effect on piping stresses and support 
loads.
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The cnlusion of the study an the effects of the flo aloeevealis cc 
the piping stresses we that no significant impact would be expected.  
Hamver, In current an fuature piping analysis, the effect of the foam 
cc the piping stresses md suppots will be determinued an eccinted 
for to assure the accuracy of the iualysis. The conclusions of the 
foam seal study and the modeling techniques to be used in accounting 
for the fcmm's effect on the piping stresses and support loods will be 
docmunted in CIB report 82-9.  

During the second test program the salcon raw an amo of the 
samples separated from some of the sleeve piping. Basned an these 
occurrences it was determinead that fireproof,, airtight boots would be 
added to the floam sleeve se I wbore there wre large movements to 
ensure that the seal is maintained.  

To prevent future recurrence of these problemss, two procedural 
documents will be developed to Mpide the aleene designers and piping 
analysts. A design standard will be developed by IHrob 31, 1963, to 
give guidance to sleeve designers. The design stanard will set ftrth 
required design considerations and procedure& including a requirement 
that design documbnts specifying sloeev sizes and sleeve sealing be 
squaochecked to the groups affected by the design of the sleev sec 
sloeev oeal. This will include the persons responsible for reviewing 
the fire protection capability end the air sealing capacity ad, whimer 
analysis of the piping is performed, the piping analyst. Guidance to 
the piping analysts will be provided by a checklist that will be 
required to be filled out for each analysis problem. This checklist 
(also commtted to as part of the resolution to NMR - CE 8112) 
will be appended to Watts Bar design criteria IS-DC-40-31 .7 and will 
include a requiremeont that the checker of the piping analysis problem 
review the sleeve sealing arrangement and assure that it has been 
properly modeled into the analysis. This checklist will be provided by 
June 30, 1982.


